Mechanical limitations of cells under direct neuronal reprogramming

Abstract
The traditional strategies to impose cell reprogramming are mainly focus in generate changes at the level of gene expression. However, at the same time cells will experience dramatic morphological changes that also have an impact at transcriptional levels. In our model, primary astrocytes undergo direct reprogramming to induce neurons (iN) that presents a radical reduction of the nuclear volume (approx. 4 times). In order to understand the relevance of the nuclear shrinkage during reprogramming we altered its nuclear volume reduction by pharmacological and external mechanical stimuli. We found that impairing nuclear shrinkage decrease the presence of cytoplasmic reprogrammed proteins but it kept similar transcriptional levels of mRNA. Also, we demonstrated that nuclear shrinkage must escort the reprogramming process during at least 3 days for a successful occurrence. Nevertheless, a lethargy of the nuclear compaction phase can put the cells at the brink of cell death. Our results, shed light on what cell morphological changes could mechanically impact at transcriptional levels and cell viability determining the cell limits and possibilities of being reprogrammed.
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